
The Employment Credit Report gives you a completely unbiased account of a potential

candidate’s background information. It helps you assess the candidate’s financial responsibility

by showing a comprehensive credit history. Employment Credit Report traces credit history and 

provides public record information, plus other items individuals usually don’t include in their 

job applications.

By revealing potential patterns of inability to meet obligations, Employment Credit Report

can also help you identify those applicants who may be financially overextended.

Employment Credit Report is delivered in a format that’s more descriptive than a standard 

credit report. This helps you interpret the data and make quick, consistent decisions, without

the extra details of a full credit report.
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Employment Credit Report
Deciding on potential candidates and re-evaluating current employees are some of the most important

decisions you make as a human resource professional. You want to make sure you have the relevant information

for each candidate and employee. The Employment Credit Report is specifically designed to give you the pertinent

information you need to make decisions quickly and easily.

Features

Provides current and up to two previous

addresses

Returns up to four employment

segments (if present on file)

Date of birth and account numbers are 

suppressed

A public record notification letter is

automatically generated and sent to 

the consumer (if public record is

present on file)

FCRA Summary of Rights returned with 

every report

Add-ons

Credit Summary

High Risk Fraud Alert

ID Mismatch Alert

Phone Append

Creditor Contact Information

Income Estimator

Input Requirements

Name

Address

Optional Input

All other indicative information
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A. Returns name, Social Security number

(SSN), addresses and telephone number

(Phone Append is optional).

B. List of current and previous employers,

addresses, titles and dates of employment,

when available.

C. Notification of civil judgments, tax liens

or bankruptcies.

D. Highlights specific credit file conditions or

optional add-on services. High Risk Fraud

Alert (optional) messages play a critical role

in warning you of suspected fraudulent

activity, such as misuse of a SSN, address

or telephone number. An ID Mismatch Alert

(optional) message appears when the input

address, SSN or surname does not match

what is on file.

E. Overview of applicant’s financial status

(optional). This is an excellent first place 

to look for inconsistencies.

F. Unpaid bills turned over to a collection

agency.

G. Record of applicant’s credit and payment

history.

H. Displays other credit or employment

inquiries that have been made on the 

applicant.
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